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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

SHOW CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS 

The performance takes place in the Eve Alvord Theatre with bench seating, rather than 
individual seats. Benches are cushioned and have back support. There are aisles on each 
side of the theatre and a quiet room in the back left corner.

• The show is approximately 70 minutes in duration with no intermission.

• This show features challenging and emotionally charged themes such as racism and bullying. The 
story takes place within the context of racial segregation in the 1950s in Louisville, Kentucky and 
features historical events such as the murder of Emmett Till.

• Since the story describes the early career of boxer Cassius Clay, there is sparring, boxing and 
rough-housing throughout the performance. Most instances of this type of fighting are not highlighted 
in this guide. Cassius’ encounters with a neighborhood bully are listed below.

• There are minimal intense sensory events in this show. Some sudden changes in lighting and vol-
ume occur, but they are relatively brief and not too startling.

• The theater goes dark and a soft bell rings between most of the scenes.



SENSORY-RICH AND EMOTIONALLY INTENSE 
MOMENTS TO CONSIDER

SCENE SENSORY CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Opening

Downtown Louisville, 1953

Clay Home

Louisville Home Show, 1954

Chicksaw Park, 1954

Cassius Clay vs Ronnie O’Keefe

Presbyterian Community
Center, 1955

The Legend of Corky Baker

Colombia Gym

VISUAL

SOUND

VISUAL

SOUND

AUDIENCE INTERACTION

SOUND

VIOLENCE

SOUND

AUDIENCE INTERACTION

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

SOUND

SOUND

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

SOUND

N/A

N/A

• Theatre is dark

• Rhythmic percussion

• Scene opens with rhythmic drumming sounds

• After Cassius realizes that his bike is missing, the house 
lights turn on.

• Actors enter the auditorium and ask audience members 
about the missing bike.

• Scene opens with two girls playing a hand clap game and 
Cassius horsing around with Eddie and Rudy.

• Cassius throws a play jab at his friends but actually hurts them.

• Ringside announcer speaks through the microphone in a 
loud, animated voice throughout the boxing match.

• There is also background crowd noise (talking, cheering) 
coming from speakers on either side of the auditorium.

• Theatre audience claps when Cassius Clay is announced 
as the winner.

• Eddie reads a newspaper article aloud about Emmett Till 
(who was kidnapped, tortured, and lynched after being 
accused of whistling at a white woman).

• Corky Baker enters and bullies Cassius and his friends.

• A loud whistle blows as Fred enters.
• Music plays as Corky exits stomping his feet.

• Music plays as Corky Baker enters the stage holding a 
huge barbell.

• Corky is an intimidating bully who takes money from people 
in the neighborhood.

• Loud whistle blows several times at the start of scene
• There is a loud whistle between each training week and 

rhythmic clapping and stomping throughout.
• Music plays at the end of the scene.

N/A

N/A

Clay Home EMOTIONAL INTENSITY • Continued discussion of Emmett Till
• Cassius tells his mother that he is planning to fight Corky 

Baker in the ring.



SCENE SENSORY CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Clay vs. Baker, 1955

Sit-in at Archie’s Diner

New York

Olympics

All White Diner

End

Downtown Louisville

Airplane

Colombia Gym, 1960

SOUND

SUSPENSE

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

SOUND

SOUND

SUSPENSE

VISUAL

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

SOUND

VISUAL

SOUND

AUDIENCE INTERACTION

VISUAL

SOUND

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

• Background talking and cheering comes from speakers on 
each side of the theatre.

• Cassius and Corky fight in the ring.
• Corky goes down and storms off the stage.

• Scene ends with audio news reports of bus boycotts, Ruby 
Bridges, and a recording of MLK giving his April 18, 1959 
speech on youth support of integration.

• Bullies pour milk and orange juice on Eddie’s head.

• Young man on soap box chants ‘Buy Black, Buy Black’

• Loud and festive music plays

• Cassius fights Ziggy Piertrzykowski of Poland
• Family and friends excitedly watch the fight on TV
• Loud cheering and chanting during the end of the fight 

and when Cassius wins

• Bright camera flashes after the end of the fight

• All white diner refuses to serve Cassius and Eddie and the 
manager tells them to leave.

• Play ends with a loud announcement from the ringside 
announcer and audience applause

• House lights on

• Clapping, stomping, chanting

• Audience claps with actors

• Bright lighting

• Airplane sounds, pilot on intercom

• Cassius is visibly stressed while flying.

• Eddie tries to convince Cassius to join him at a sit-in at a 
whites only diner.

• Cassius doesn’t want to come and recalls that last time he 
participated in a sit-in he got shoved, covered in milk and 
orange juice, and called the N-word.
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